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UnsoundSoundness - Positively
prepared?

UnsoundSoundness - Justified?

NASoundness - Consistent
with national policy?

UnsoundSoundness - Effective?

NACompliance - Legally
compliant?

NACompliance - In
accordance with the
Duty to Cooperate?

Little care of thought has gone into the impact all this building is going to
have on the area.

Redacted reasons -
Please give us details
of why you consider the Thousand cars along wjth cars from other developments, will all be heading

towards Wigan Road ,M62/East Lancs etc.will cause absolute chaos neverconsultation point not
to be legally compliant, mind the pollution and environmental impact.Lack of infrastructure is already
is unsound or fails to causing problems.This development along with other developments in the

area will only add to the problem.comply with the duty to
co-operate. Please be
as precise as possible.

Thought must be given to the quality of life of residents already living in this
area.

Redacted modification
- Please set out the
modification(s) you Has air pollution/infrastructure been considered as this building project

combined with other builds already planned will have a major impact on the
area and it's residents. .

consider necessary to
make this section of the
plan legally compliant

We have already lost large areas of green land There seems to be little
considerstion given to the environment which must be looked after and
protected.Wigan don, t seem to care.

and sound, in respect
of any legal compliance
or soundness matters
you have identified
above.

LeeFamily Name

AnnGiven Name

1286351Person ID

JPA 37: West of GibfieldTitle

WebType
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UnsoundSoundness - Positively
prepared?

UnsoundSoundness - Justified?

SoundSoundness - Consistent
with national policy?

UnsoundSoundness - Effective?

NACompliance - Legally
compliant?

NoCompliance - In
accordance with the
Duty to Cooperate?

Very concerned about the amount of building occurring in the Atherton
,Westhoughton ,Oulton Park area.Thousands of extra cars will be on the

Redacted reasons -
Please give us details

roads all heading towards M62/East Lancs/Wigan Road etc.Congestionof why you consider the
which is bad now will be a nightmare.Infrastructure which is bad now will beconsultation point not
unable to cope with the I flux of more people and their needs.Environmental
destruction already occuring.

to be legally compliant,
is unsound or fails to
comply with the duty to
co-operate. Please be
as precise as possible.

Thought needs to be give to the quality of life of residents living here now
.We do not want to loose more of our green spaces for car congestion and

Redacted modification
- Please set out the

what will become overcrowding of an area.Schools,Doctors ,Hospitals already
under pressure.

modification(s) you
consider necessary to
make this section of the
plan legally compliant
and sound, in respect
of any legal compliance
or soundness matters
you have identified
above.
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